TRANSPORTATION PLAN
ROADWAY RIGHTSIZING & BICYCLE FACILITIES

BICYCLE FACILITIES
MULTI-USE HIKE & BIKE TRAILS


Off-street facility serving pedestrians and cyclists



Highest level of trail classification



Connect to a broader network of regional trails



Accommodates large volume of users



Preferred width 12 to 16 feet



Constrained width 10 feet

A road built many years ago in an
undeveloped or developing area was sized
for a predicted future condition, but now
housing, shops, schools, and other
destinations have matured in the
community. Traffic conditions have
stabilized and are more predictable and the
needs of adjacent development is better
known. These conditions allow the
opportunity to rightsize roadways to
optimize these assets for the community.
Using data from a 2045 travel demand
model, the Transportation Plan identified
corridors for rightsizing under two scenario
types which both reduce the ultimate
number of lanes on the facility.

RIGHTSIZING
is the process of reallocating
pavement and right-of-way
space to better serve the context
of the roadway and goals of the
community.
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HIGHTOWER (SMITHFIELD TO DAVIS)
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1. Reallocation - Reducing the number of existing travel lanes
2. Redesignation - Preempting roadway widening by acknowledging a new ultimate sizing

NEIGHBORHOOD TRAILS


Off-street facility serving pedestrians and novice cyclists



Final connection to common destinations



It is important to note that vehicular capacity is made up of two parts: link-level segments and intersections.
While roadway rightsizing reduces link segment lane configurations, typical capacity bottlenecks are found at
intersections so the reduced lane configuration between intersections does not affect true corridor capacity.

HIGHTOWER (MICHAEL TO EDEN)

Design focus more on mobility rather than capacity to
ensure that the trail network is accessible by all



Preferred width 8 feet or greater



Constrained width 6 feet
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EDEN (RUMFIELD TO AMUNDSON)

BUFFERED BICYCLE LANES


Painted flush buffer zone between a bicycle lane and
an adjacent vehicular lane



Increase both bicyclists’ and motorists’ comfort



Preferable to conventional bicycle lanes (no buffer)



Conventional bicycle lane 5 feet min.; 6 feet preferred



Buffered bike lane 7 feet minimum
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AMUNDSON (MAIN TO EDEN)
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BICYCLE BOULEVARDS


Prioritizes bicycle through-travel



Notifies motorists of common bicycle traffic



Applied on quiet, well connected streets, often
through residential neighborhoods



Treatments consist of pavement markings and signage



Also known as neighborhood bikeways
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5
IRON HORSE BOULEVARD (RUFE SNOW TO MID-CITIES)
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SIGNED BICYCLE ROUTES


Makes users comfortable along signed roadway routes



Affirms users that they are on the correct path of travel



Reminds motorists that bicyclists may be present



Found along routes that have destinations



Connects gaps in the bicycle network

For more information about the Bicycle Facilities Plan, see Chapter D and Appendix D
of the Vision2030 Transportation Plan online at www.nrhtx.com/strategicplan
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MEADOW (CHAPMAN TO HIGHTOWER)

ABOVE: A map identifying the various roadway rightsizing recommendations provided by the Vision2030 Transportation
Plan. Green corridors represent “redesignation” recommendations, changing the designation from the 2007
Thoroughfare Plan to the Vision2030 Transportation Plan in order to plan a corridor more suitable for future
transportation needs. Red corridors represent “reallocation” recommendations, changing the current roadway to better
serve the goals of the community.
RIGHT: Sample roadway rightsizing cross sections prepared for the Vision2030 Transportation Plan that demonstrate the
design flexibility provided by the Plan and allows roadways to be more sensitive to the context of their surroundings.
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BEDFORD-EULESS (STRUMMER TO DAVIS)

EXAMPLE RIGHTSIZING CANDIDATE

HOLIDAY LANE
LOOP 820 TO LIBERTY WAY

It is recommended that north of Dick Lewis Drive, Holiday Lane be narrowed to a two-lane roadway with center turn lane. This
rightsizing of Holiday Lane is also recommended from Liberty Way to the north to provide lane continuity up to Chapman
Road. South of Dick Lewis Drive, the four-lane undivided section should be retained.
As a continuous route with lower speeds and volumes compared to the paralleling arterials, Holiday Lane has been shown as
a popular route for recreational cyclists and students walking or biking to school. It is also seen locally as a good route to
cross Loop 820. The 68-foot right-of-way with existing four lane pavement width minimizes the ability to construct substantial
active transportation facilities. The rightsizing of Holiday Lane north of Dick Lewis Drive to a three-lane section allows the
recovery of space for an off-street shared use path on the west side to connect with the Calloway Branch Trail at Liberty Way
and lead directly to the school.
To the south of Dick Lewis Drive, the existing four-lane pavement width would remain, but it is recommended that the shared
use path be continued on the west side through a partnership with the school district. As a benefit to the school and its
students’ safe access, a shared use path with an appropriate buffer between it and the vehicular travelway along the frontage
of Richland High School would likely border the school property boundary.

HOLIDAY LANE RIGHTSIZING PROJECT GOALS:


Provide safe routes to school for more area neighborhoods



Connect North Electric Trail to Calloway Branch Trail



Increase access to trail system for residents south of Loop 820



Maintain vehicular capacity and levels of service at intersections

TOP LEFT: South of Dick Lewis Drive, the existing
pavement cross-section of Holiday Lane should
remain. The implementation of a shared use path on
the west side (adjacent to Richland High School)
should be pursued through coordination with the
school district.
BOTTOM LEFT: Interim Cross Section, North of Dick
Lewis. Interim measures on Holiday Lane north of Dick
Lewis Drive can be made through the restriping of the
roadway for three-lanes with outside conventional bike
lanes. Because this interim measure only requires
striping, this also allows the community to pilot the
project for a specified period of time prior to
permanent changes being made.

HOLIDAY LANE
CROSS SECTIONS
RIGHT: Ultimate Cross Section, North of Dick
Lewis. Long-term, the pavement should be
narrowed to allow for a wider off-street shared use
path with a landscape buffer from traffic. This
reconstruction will provide improved access to the
high school as well as improved connectivity
between the North Electric Trail and Calloway
Branch Trail.

